Our 31" swamped rifle barrel is modeled after barrels used on German, Austrian and Swiss Jaeger (hunting) rifles. These short, light, large bore rifles were also made here, by the German gunmakers who emigrated to America. The German Jaeger rifle evolved into our American longrifle, influenced by the guns of England and France.

Our pre-inlet Jaeger stock is pre-inlet for this barrel. Our price includes the flint breech plug, which is installed. Our Jaeger barrel is swamped (tapered and flared octagon) with a 1.125" breech, .890" waist, flared to 1.020" at muzzle.

#Cole-50-J rifle barrel, .50 caliber, 31" swamped only $179.00
#Cole-54-J rifle barrel, .54 caliber, 31" swamped only $179.00
#Cole-58-J rifle barrel, .58 caliber, 31" swamped only $179.00
#Cole-62-J rifle barrel, .62 caliber, 31" swamped only $179.00

Pre-inlet stock, with wooden patchbox

Jaeger rifle stock, with sliding wooden patchbox

Our Jaeger rifle stock is fully shaped and pre-inlet in walnut, plain maple, or fancy curly maple. Precision cut for Colerain's or Rice's swamped 31" Jaeger barrel, drilled full depth for a 3/8" ramrod, pre-inlet for our Jaeger flint lock, and our “acanthus leaf” buttplate. Triggers are pre-inlet, but the triggerguard is not cut, allowing a choice of styles. The forestock has a full length fluted moulding.

The dovetailed sliding wooden patchbox lid is fitted. Reduce the oversize lid to the patchbox shape you prefer. Trigger reach is about 13-3/4", with 3-1/2" drop from the line of sights. Butt end is 4-1/2" high, 1-15/16" wide, pre-inlet for our Jaeger buttplate with asymmetrical “acanthus leaf” comb.

Used by Hessian troops during the American Revolution, the Jaeger rifle was one of the first rifled arms in North America. It was also brought here by early German gunmakers and settlers. Ships as a 30 lb. weight, due to length of parcel. Walnut is the correct choice for a traditional Jaeger rifle.

#Stk-JD-M1 stock, sliding patchbox, plain maple only $240.00
#Stk-JD-M3 stock, sliding patchbox, fancy maple only $280.00
#Stk-JD-M4 stock, sliding patchbox, extra fancy only $375.00
#Stk-JD-W1 stock, sliding patchbox, plain walnut only $280.00

Our Jaeger stock is also offered without the sliding wooden patchbox.

#Stk-JJ-M1 stock, no patchbox, plain maple only $230.00
#Stk-JJ-M3 stock, no patchbox, fancy maple only $270.00
#Stk-JJ-W1 stock, no patchbox, plain walnut only $270.00

Jaeger triggerguard, with acanthus leaf finial .......#TG-Jaeg-22-B or I

Our acanthus leaf triggerguard matches our #BP-Jaeg-21 buttplate, used in our Jaeger stock with sliding wooden patchbox. If used as-cast, you must select our #TR-DST-6 or #TR-DST-4 triggers. Remove the inside bow if you prefer to use our #TR-JAEG Jaeger style double set triggers.

#TG-Jaeg-22-B Jaeger triggerguard, brass only $28.99
#TG-Jaeg-22-I Jaeger triggerguard, iron only $21.50
#TR-DST-6 double set trigger, curled rear trigger only $41.99
#TR-Jaeg double set trigger, flat rear trigger only $41.99

Jaeger 31" swamped rifle barrels by Colerain:

Our 31" swamped rifle barrel is modeled after barrels used on German, Austrian and Swiss Jaeger (hunting) rifles. These short, light, large bore rifles were also made here, by the German gunmakers who emigrated to America. The German Jaeger rifle evolved into our American longrifle, influenced by the guns of England and France.

Our pre-inlet Jaeger stock is pre-inlet for this barrel. Our price includes the flint breech plug, which is installed. Our Jaeger barrel is swamped (tapered and flared octagon) with a 1.125" breech, .890" waist, flared to 1.020" at muzzle.

#Stk-JD-M1 stock, sliding patchbox, plain maple only $240.00
#Stk-JD-M3 stock, sliding patchbox, fancy maple only $280.00
#Stk-JD-M4 stock, sliding patchbox, extra fancy only $375.00
#Stk-JD-W1 stock, sliding patchbox, plain walnut only $280.00

Our Jaeger stock is also offered without the sliding wooden patchbox.

#Stk-JJ-M1 stock, no patchbox, plain maple only $230.00
#Stk-JJ-M3 stock, no patchbox, fancy maple only $270.00
#Stk-JJ-W1 stock, no patchbox, plain walnut only $270.00

Jaeger triggerguard, with acanthus leaf finial ...........#TG-Jaeg-22-B or I

Our acanthus leaf triggerguard matches our #BP-Jaeg-21 buttplate, used in our Jaeger stock with sliding wooden patchbox. If used as-cast, you must select our #TR-DST-6 or #TR-DST-4 triggers. Remove the inside bow if you prefer to use our #TR-JAEG Jaeger style double set triggers.

#TG-Jaeg-22-B Jaeger triggerguard, brass only $28.99
#TG-Jaeg-22-I Jaeger triggerguard, iron only $21.50
#TR-DST-6 double set trigger, curled rear trigger only $41.99
#TR-Jaeg double set trigger, flat rear trigger only $41.99

Germanic “Jaeger” style sideplate................. #SP-Jaeg-2-B or I

Large ball end sideplate fits our Jaeger, Christian's Spring, Twigg, and similar large flint locks. Thickness is .085".

#SP-Jaeg-2-B sideplate, wax cast brass only $14.99
#SP-Jaeg-2-I sideplate, wax cast steel only $11.99

Germanic rear sight, with fancy front finial ..................#RS-Jaeg-3

This sight has a classic Germanic appearance and is appropriate for a Jaeger hunting rifle, or early Transitional longrifle. The wide violin shaped base will overhang the dovetail, a correct feature on German rifles. Dovetail is .370” long, by .708” wide, dovetail to a depth of .050”. Overall length of the sight is 2-5/32”.

#RS-Jaeg-3 fixed Germanic rear sight, steel only $ 8.99